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Deli Tools EDL018Z cutter
Original, fully professional and functional knife with breakable blade by Deli. Made of high quality plastic. The ergonomic shape provides
a firm grip and comfortable use, and a solid plastic button allows you to change the length of the blade.
 
Durable
The Deli brand knife is distinguished by its strength and durability. The SK4 blades are sharp to ensure precise cutting. It consists of 8
parts, so you can use it for a long time. All you have to do is break off a part of the blade at a designated point when it is no longer sharp.
To avoid cuts, use the plastic guard that is placed at the end of the knife. 
 
Different usage scenarios
The cutter  will  come in  handy in  various situations.  You can successfully  use it  to  cut  paper,  the knife  can cut  through 100 sheets  of
paper at a time. With its help you can also cut pipes, leather material or boards. 
 
Convenience of use
The cutter is made of ABS and TPE materials, making it durable. Its ergonomic design provides a secure grip and stability, so you can be
sure that the tool will not slip from your hand. The plastic button allows you to conveniently adjust the length of the blade and lock it. It is
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recommended to hide the blade when not using the knife to prevent cuts. 
 
Brand
Deli
Product name
Broken blade knife
Broken blade knife
Model
EDL018Z
EDL025Z
Color
Yellow
Yellow
Dimensions
160 x 40 mm
195 x 50 mm
Blade width
18 mm
25 mm
Blade
SK4, 8 pieces
SK4, 8 pieces

Price:

€ 1.50

Tools, Cutting tools, Knives
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